He Ain’t Never Done Me Nothin’ But Good
Writer: Dottie Rambo

Chorus
HE AIN’T NEVER DONE ME NOTHIN’
DONE ME NOTHIN’ BUT GOOD
NOTHIN’ BUT GOOD

Verse 1
JOB WAS A RIGHTEOUS MAN
THE DEVIL COULDN’T DOUBT IT
HE SURELY LOVED HIS SAVIOR
THERE WAS NO DOUBT ABOUT IT
SATAN CURSED HIS BODY
FROM HIS FEET TO HIS HEAD
THEN HE TOLD HIM ALL HIS CHILDREN
AND HIS CATTLE WERE DEAD
THEN JOB’S WIFE SAID
WHY DON’T YOU CURSE YOUR GOD AND DIE
BUT JOB SAID WOMAN
YOU SPEAK LIKE A FOOLISH CHILD

Chorus
‘CAUSE HE AIN’T NEVER DONE ME NOTHIN’
DONE ME NOTHIN’ BUT GOOD
NOTHIN’ BUT GOOD

Verse 2
HIST’RY TELLS OF POLYCARP
A MARTYR FOR THE GOSPEL’S SAKE
THEY BUILT A FIRE AROUND HIS FEET
THEN TIED HIM TO A STAKE
BUT THE FIRE WOULD NOT CONSUME HIM
SO THEY PIERCED HIM WITH A SWORD
BLOOD RAN DOWN, PUT OUT THE FIRE
BUT STILL HE PraISED THE LORD
ALL THESE YEARS I’VE SERVED HIM
AND HE’S ALWAYS DONE ME GOOD
I WON’T REPENT AND I WON’T RECENT
JUST TELL ME WHY I SHOULD

Repeat Chorus
Verse 3
I GAVE MY HEART TO JESUS
AND I TOOK HIM AS MY SAVIOR
CAST MY LOT WITH THE CHOSEN FEW
THEN I STARTED OUT TOWARD HEAVEN
SOON I WAS FORSAKEN
MY FRIENDS LEFT ONE BY ONE
BUT THE GOOD LORD WALKED RIGHT ALONG BESIDE ME
NEVER LEFT ME ALONE
OH HE FED ME WHEN I WAS HUNGRY
AND HE CHEERED ME WHEN I WAS SAD
OH HE HAS BEEN THE DEAREST FRIEND
THIS CHILD HAS EVER HAD

Chorus
‘CAUSE HE AIN’T NEVER DONE ME NOTHIN’
DONE ME NOTHIN’ BUT GOOD
‘CAUSE HE AIN’T NEVER DONE ME NOTHIN’
DONE ME NOTHIN’ BUT GOOD...
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